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The purpose of a reading to dogs program is to provide children with a
comfortable environment to practice
their reading skills. In an interview with
ABC, Francine Alexander, the chief
academic officer for Scholastic,
mentions that it is often easier for
children to read aloud to dogs than in
front of classmates because there is no
embarrassment if mistakes occur. In
2010, the University of California-Davis completed a study on reading to dog
programs, which suggested that children who read to dogs improved their own
reading skills in comparison to children who did not read to dogs, based on the
results of the Oral Text Reading for Comprehension Test. The program involved
reading to dogs once a week for ten weeks. Children who read to dogs also
reported a greater enjoyment of reading than children who did not read to dogs.
Find out more in the article "Kids Reading to Dogs in Libraries."
Almost everyone is trying to go green, embracing the use of solar panels and
other similar technologies. Libraries are no different; the ALA’s Green
Libraries website says, “Libraries by their very nature are ‘green’ in that their
resources are shared by the larger community."  So it is encouraging to hear

stories of libraries making this green
movement work for them. The Sun,
reports that the Peru Free Library is one
of many taking advantage of solar
power. In 2009, after getting approval
from the library board, director Becky
Pace had forty-nine solar panels installed
on the library’s roof. Funding initially

came from the Public Library Construction Grant Program, but Pace was able to
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get another grant from the New York State Research and Development Authority
(NYSERDA), meaning the library paid nothing to install the solar panels. Going
green is a great way for libraries to be fiscally and environmentally responsible.
The Peru Free Library has not paid for electricity since the thirty-two-pound
panels were installed. Each panel can generate 200 watts of electricity, and the
library actually produces and sells electricity back to NYSEG. With the energy
savings, more resources and time can be devoted to other library programs. Read
the entire article "Libraries Embrace Green Technologies."
I recently read an article, “Making It,” in the Colorado Springs Independent
about the maker movement and how it could impact the local economy. It made
me think about one of the reasons for having a makerspace in a library:
supporting the entrepreneurs, inventors, businesses, and ultimately, your
community. Makerspaces are wonderful places for people to learn about and
explore new technology. They can also be labs for inventors developing new
products. People create incredibly unique, ingenious, and desirable products, but
it can be expensive to create prototypes and initial runs of products. The article
mentions that makers and their success in business “will depend on how much
support the city and state provide…” Libraries can step in and help in major ways
at this point. Read more in "Supporting Your Community Through Making."
How did you celebrate National Friends of the Library Week, held October 18
through 24? I, completely unaware of the event celebrating our Friends,
requested funding for a puppet show during the Annual Friends Meeting held that
very same week! A blunder that our Friends President, Peter Lynch,
automatically forgave because…well, that’s how Friends are and he was equally
unaware of the national event. A poll of my colleagues in the DC Metro area
public libraries found that most librarians didn’t know about National Friends of
the Library Week – an interesting oversight considering that this year marked the
Tenth Annual Celebration, sponsored by United for Libraries, a division of the
American Library Association. Read more about National Friends of the Library
Week here.
In our day-to-day work, it can sometimes be difficult to look outside of our own
communities to see what libraries are doing at a national or even a state level. It
can be even harder to consider how libraries operate internationally, especially if
we haven’t worked in or visited libraries in other countries. The International
Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) serves as the voice of
libraries in the international community and can give you a broader scope of the
issues and interests of libraries globally. Read the entire article "Global Issues,
Local Impact: Diving Into the IFLA Annual Report."
Harvard Law School has had about two months to work on its newest
project, Free the Law. When I read about it in The New York Times, I was of two
minds. The book lover in me shed imaginary tears as I read that the spines of
nearly all the tomes in the collection were being sliced off to digitize the pages.
Yet the former electronic content manager in me cheered at the access that this
will grant myriad customers.With something in the neighborhood of 40 million
pages of legal decisions dating back to the Colonial period, the Harvard Law
Library is rivaled only by the Library of Congress in its scope. While most of the
cases contained therein are also public domain, they are also either accessible
only in hard-copy or by paying for a digital copy. Harvard’s Free the Law project
aims to make all 40 million pages of its library available for free on the Internet.
Read more in "More Access to the Law, But at What Cost?
The Stickney-Forest View Public Library district serves a diverse community of
approximately 10,000, including two elementary school districts, a middle school
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and two high school districts.
Approximately one third of our students
have limited English proficiency and
other learning challenges and
approximately three quarters are
economically disadvantaged. Like all
economically distressed communities,
the current economic climate is a
struggle for our patrons and resulted in many children experiencing the job loss
of a parent and in some cases, both parents.  Few students own personal
computers or have internet access at home. In our community, kids and teens also
experience a lack of opportunity and hope due in part to the absence of summer
recreational activities, organized sports and creative outlets. And despite two
parks we lack spaces offering children direct relationships with nature. Read the
entire article "The Stem Garden."

 

Midweek Media Mash-Up
A Choice Selection of Links for Your Perusal

(Watch 2:07) The New Yorker on The Importance of the Serial Comma 
Essential James Joyce Reads
National Museum of African American History to Open in September
NPR's Book Concierge - A Guide to 2015's Great Reads
What to Read If You Want Great British Drama
(Watch 19:48) Sherry Turkle (PLA 2016 Big Ideas Speaker) "Connected But
Alone"

Ask Us Anything

If you have questions about PLOnline, Public Libraries, PLA or anything else, send
them in! Just hit reply and send your question on its way! We’ll try to answer every
email and maybe even share our conversation in future newsletters.
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